
 

 

Starting Point Learner 001JD began their GCSE resit course at 17 years old. This was 
the first academic year of a vocational course at Kendal College. They achieved a 
Grade 3 GCSE qualification. The learner’s aim was to improve their GCSE to a Grade 
4. They consented to taking part in the ‘Emojis in English’ project with an open mind 
to see how using emojis might be useful in their English GCSE studies.  

Learner 001JD found academic studies difficult and at school had the benefit of a 
support assistant. This was not the case at Kendal College. 001JD’s siblings were 
diagnosed with Autism and Attention Deficit Disorder and 001JD recognised these 
traits personally. 001JD said they preferred simplified instructions and extra time to 
process and understand. 15 minutes was the maximum time 001JD could cope with 
in terms of focus. 001JD did not like timed exercises as they caused stress. Learner 
001JD found reading difficult and took longer to process work. They often took 
longer to read text and understand the task required. 

Learner 001JD was generally positive and comfortable with asking for help or 
clarification. 

 

Text marking 

Text marking is an extremely useful activity for students to explore texts. Having a 
pen or highlighter whilst reading through a text and underlining and making notes as 
you read shows engagement with the text, understanding of what’s been read, draws 
attention to key points, and any annotations can be used in full written answers. It 
also serves as a memory tool. Looking back over text markings can remind us of our 
thoughts on a text rather than rereading the text and beginning again.  

I often demonstrated on the board underlining and annotating. Learner 001JD would 
diligently copy my annotations rather than make their own. 

In independent activities with texts after whole group discussion, I noticed 001JD left 
the text unmarked and would go straight to writing the full answer. To do more 
writing (which wouldn’t be marked by the examiner) on the text as well as the full 
written answer was considered tedious and time wasting. 001JD declared, “I just 
don’t know what to write!” 

When I suggested, to begin with, 001JD could underline or highlight key phrases, 
then whole paragraphs or even the whole source would be underlined or covered in 
one bright block of pink highlighter. 

The use of emojis for text annotations proved to be very useful as a text annotation 
tool. It seemed that using an emoji (although it took up time) was easier than a word 
to write. Underlining automatically happened with emoji use as the underlining 
corresponded to the emoji drawn in the margin.   



Learner 001JD was provided with an A4 sheet of emojis they might use but was very 
familiar with emoji and did not need this. 

 
Figure above – emoji sheet provided for learners. Learner 001JD mostly rejected this as 
they were already familiar with a range of emojis from their personal use. 



Figure above shows learner 001JD Emoji annotations of an extract from ‘Frankenstein’ by 
Mary Shelley. Learners were asked to identify the emotions and thoughts of the character 
‘Victor Frankenstein’. 

For learners who were artistic or enjoyed doodling the emojis could be a pleasure but 
as 001JD explained to me, “Emojis are not meant to be used by hand. You don’t draw 
them. You use them when texting.”  

We agreed that drawing emojis on texts was sometimes problematic. The intention 
might well be to draw an emoji indicating surprise, but the result might be an emoji 
indicating evil – it’s all in the eyebrows! However, if the learner understood their 
annotation, everything was fine. 



From January 2021 to April 2021 all classes were online, and the type of text 
marking shown above was not possible because everything we did online was typed. 
Most of our contact was through Microsoft Teams and Learner 001JD did not like to 
show their face online and was reluctant to type. The learner did however 
communicate using emojis. 

Emojis were a fast way to communicate that learners were actually there and 
attentive. 

Figure above – using emojis to indicate learning. 

Online learning and teaching had its challenges. Text marking online by typing words 
or underlining was fiddly but text marking by inserting emojis was easier when using 
the emoji keyboard (Press the Windows keys with a full stop to bring up the emoji 
keyboard; command + control and space bar on a Mac). By hovering over an emoji 
vocabulary also appears to indicate the emoji interpretation. Learner 001JD said this 
was a much better way to use emojis and how emojis were intended to be used. 
They discovered other symbols as well as emojis that were helpful too. 



 

Figure above - The emoji keyboard 



Figure above shows learner 001JD annotating a fiction text - an excerpt form ‘Lord of the 
Flies’ by William Golding 

 
Figure above shows learner 001JD annotating a GCSE mock paper non-fiction text – 
‘Setting up SouperStar 



 
Figure above shows learner 001JD using emoji annotations on a section of text in reference 
to an examination style task 

 
Figure above shows learner 001JD writing up a fuller answer after using emoji annotations. 



Are emojis practical in an exam/assessment situation? 

Using emojis has been a good tool to encourage learners to annotate texts. We 
wondered about the usefulness of this in an exam where obviously words need to be 
used to respond to exam tasks. We changed the emphasis this time to using emojis 
as a starting point and then develop the emojis into written notes. Learner 001JD 
engaged with this task rather well. Below shows the use of emojis to track the 
thoughts, responses, feelings, and ideas (TRIFs) of both characters within the text, 
and the readers of the text. Once learner 001JD had used emojis they then 
accompanied each emoji with notes in word form. The emojis were a successful 
starting point for their written response.  

As Learner 001JD politely stated in response to the question ‘Do emojis help you to 
investigate the changing TRIFs in the text?’ – “Yes, they do help a little bit, but putting 
a keyword next to the emoji helps better.” 

 

 



 
Figure above shows learner 001JD using emojis to track a character or writer’s thoughts as 
a starting off point and then expanding these into written notes. 

 

Figure above shows learner 001JD written notes further expanded.

Learner 001JD said that adding emojis to texts and then notes to emojis was a 
process that worked for them. They said that sometimes thinking of the right emoji 
could be difficult, but this sometimes-made words pop into their heads instead – “So 
that’s better!”

  



Using emojis for ‘Writing’ in GCSE English 

In writing we have used emojis to plan a character or narrator’s ‘arc’ in the telling of a 
story or narrative. Below is an example.  It shows the beginning of a story and then 
how the story will progress using emojis and notes as a plan. Learner 001JD said it 
gave a simple structure for narrative progression and most importantly having 
something interesting happen, focus change and make their work “not as boring”. 

 
Figure above shows learner 001JD using emojis to text mark the beginning of a story and 
then an emoji plan to continue the story. 



 
Figure above shows learner 001JD story plan using emojis to construct a character ‘arc’. 
Note the vocabulary the learner added to the emoji symbol. The learner creates a more 
sophisticated character journey than simply happy to sad. 

 

 
Figure above shows Learner 001JD creative writing plan using emojis as a starting point. 



 





 
Figure above shows Learner 001JD’s full response to a writing task. A very brief emoji plan 
which guides the learner to incorporate change/development/narrative arc within their 
writing. 



 

Learner 001JD achieved Grade 3 GCSE last year and now regularly achieves Grade 4 
and 5 in classroom assessments. Their GCSE teacher assessed grade at the end of 
this year is Grade 4.  

Learner 001JD said their confidence and engagement with English GCSE was higher 
than before. They said they expected their grade to be higher than the Grade 3 they 
began with. 

Learner 001JD said that they found emojis particularly useful for text marking. They 
“help show emotions through picture and make it easier to see.” They, “help the reader 
understand characters’ emotions” and the “emotions the writer wants to show”.  Also, 
“I think emojis are helpful as if you go back to a quote that you want to use you can 
use an emoji of what that quote makes you feel. Everybody has similar emotions and 
feelings when they see the same emoji” and it “makes it easier to see the range of 
emotions throughout the piece.”  

 

 Figure above shows learner 001JD post-course reflection. 

  



JD Reflection: 

I have used text marking for GCSE reading passages to help learners to identify 
character thoughts and reader responses. We have also used them for planning 
creative writing. See the resources in the Padlet for a lesson plan extract.  

Learners said the emojis are "easy to remember what the text is about", "good for 
adding written notes" to accompany emojis. 

I think using emojis/symbols to annotate texts and plan creative writing helped the 
learners get over the fear of the blank page or getting it wrong. There is a playful 
element to using emojis that lessens the intimidation of getting it right first time. 

 

 


